PRAYER REQUESTS 8-26-18
*Jase Plocki He has recently undergone a heart catheterization with undesirable results and will be needing open
heart surgery, again, soon. Please pray for the whole situation.
*Nicholas and Rachael Clayton Prayers for safety and peace as they deal with the effects of Hurricane Lane/tropical
storm on the island of Oahu and Nicholas’s ship, William S. Lawrence. Comfort for Rachael while Nicholas is away on
the ship during this time. Prayers for all other parts of Hawaii as well.
*Ed Boule’s family (Jennifer Sadlowe’s colleague) Ed has passed away. Please pray for his wife, Shannon, and their
two children.
*Amy Bekas (Taylor family friend) Prayers for her health and decision on surgery. Surgery poses numerous risks, but
without it, she is unable to eat solid food for life. She is a mother of four. Prayers, also, that she grows closer to the
Lord through this situation.

*Paxton Renk (Mickey Casey’s grandson) Praises! He is in remission from the cancer we have been praying about for a
whole year!
*Dennis Fisher Prayers for continued healing from oral surgery and reduced pain.
*Dennis Fisher’s family His grandmother has passed away at 91 years of age. Prayers for comfort for family.
*Erica Ashbrook Cancer has returned. Prayers for healing and recovery.
*Jeff Steigerwald Prayers for a good recovery and rehabilitation after surgery that repaired the ACL, MCL, and patella
in his left knee.
*Emelyn Parr & family (Deneen McElveen’s co-worker) They are experiencing various health concerns.
*Carlton McElveen (Everett’s brother) Prayers for healing after surgery on a blocked artery.
*The family of Jade Kyes Prayers for her family after she passed away. Special prayers for her two young children.
*Matthew Dracar & family (Ivan Dracar’s brother) Prayers for Matthew and his family after Beverly Dracar, Matthew’s
wife, recently passed away.
*Sue and her son (Debbie Steigerwald’s friend) Prayers for peace after decisions regarding her son and many thanks
for all the prayers.

Please Pray for the following ,who have continuing concerns:
*Bolded requests indicate a recent update.
Prayers for the efforts to grow and plant.

Prayers for the lost and those seeking the Lord.
Patty Kos Prayers that Patty will have more strength and be more active.
Mark Fox, wife Robin and family (friend of Bob & Bonnie McGinnis) Mark’s condition (ALS) continues to deteriorate.
Pray for God’s peace, comfort and strength for the entire family.
Kai (from the Fishers) He is a 2 yr. old who has Leukemia. Prayers for successful 3 year treatment plan. Some days are
better than others. Prayers for more good days.
Derek L. (Rob Plocki’s friend of a friend) Prayers as he has Hodgkin Lymphoma and is 38 yrs. old with 4 children.
Kat Gardner Continued healing and strength and success with current treatments.
Francine Graham (former coworker of Dennis McCoy) She has been diagnosed with stage 4 liver cancer and has been
given very little time to live. Prayers for God's mercy and grace, and that He will heal Francine and grant her peace.

More Continuing Concerns :
Evelyn Vento’s family (MaryAnn Clayton’s family) Prayers for help with stress as they care for their mother, Evelyn,
who is in hospice. Continued prayers for Evelyn.
Matt Taylor (Ed Taylor’s nephew) Prayers as he continues to fight brain cancer. Prayers for comfort and peace as he
is now experiencing depression.
Logan and his family (Amanda Viega’s co-worker’s 16 yr. old cousin) He was diagnosed with an untreatable tumor in
his brain stem. Prayers that doctors can help.
Alexis Wiles Prayers that her neurologist can locate the cause of her seizure and drop in blood pressure.
Pam Kos (Kos’s sister-in-law) Continued healing and strength regarding kidney dialyses.
Barbara Parker (Bennie Parker’s S-I-L) Prayers for successful cancer treatments.
Darlene (Rachel Adairs’s step-mom) Prayers for successful chemo treatments on breast cancer.

Wendy Michalow -(Flannery Loudon’s friend’s mother) Prayers for family and for Wendy as she is battling cancer.
Nikki Soster -(Jenny Lafferty’s friend) Prayers as she is struggling with a late diagnoses of Lyme Disease & mom of 4.
Louise (Liz Fisher’s grandmother) Continued battle of cancer.
Riley Walker (Toni Morrow’s young old cousin) - glioma on optic nerve. Prayers that treatments continue to be successful.
Mary’s father (Linda Bechtel’s friend) Prayers as her father struggles with terminal lung cancer. Prayers as he continues further treatments.
Kara Snavely (friend of visitor Sue Bice) Prayers for her as she battles cancer. Kara is 12 years old.

Jane (Donald Wiles’ mother) Prayers for Jane as she is now living with her sister and is under home hospice care.
Kirra and her mother Cassie (Gina McCoy’s co-worker’s young niece) She has been diagnosed with Leukemia. She
has been going through chemo treatments and is doing well. She is at home with family and in good spirits most of
the time. Prayers as she goes through the treatments.
Sonny (Gina McCoy’s co-worker) Prayers for strength while caring for his young children as his wife struggles with
cancer. Prayers that Guardian Protection Services will continue to give joyously while praising God.

